
                          Forty years ago, John Allison 
realized that the harsh and ineffective chemicals that he 

was buying were compounded by chemists who never 
actually had to clean anything for a living. 

                            Some guys love a challenge.
Next, John Allison added mobile wash equipment and parts to 
the offerings. The catalog grew...and kept growing. As an 
ex-contractor, he knew that discerning professionals needed 
better pressure washers. So he designed and built his powerful 
Allison Iron Horse equipment,a popular addition to the product 
line. From its headquarters in Georgia, EnviroSpec has now brought 
more cleaning items to the industry than all other suppliers combined. 

Sharing knowledge
 Equipment and chemicals are only as good as the people 
  who use them. So John Allison set out to help improve contractors’ 
   knowledge and skills as well. Today, EnviroSpec now sponsors free 
    monthly training symposiums, as well as system certification 
     programs to keep professionals current in the latest technology and       
      techniques. Plus anyone can go to EnviroSpec.com for expert 
 resources like the Technical Library and How to Wash All Your Stuff.

Success offers the chance to make a difference.
Today, all of EnviroSpec’s profits from chemical sales go to their 
Soap for Hope charitable foundation. Children who need operations, 
veterans who need a career opportunity, and abused, abandoned pets 
who need a caring home are all helped by EnviroSpec  —and by 
extension, the mobile wash contractors who buy their products. 

That’s our story. Come visit us at envirospec.com
If you’re not already one of the 3000 mobile wash professionals who are part 
of the EnviroSpec community, we invite you to explore the informational 
             resources and high-performance products on our website. Or you can
                                                        call us at 1-800-346-4876. We’re here to help.

So John began to experiment
in his own small lab, testing his detergent formulas on 
the job, tweaking, and testing again. Eventually he
developed a superior line of environment-friendly products 
for cleaning everything from vinyl siding to cement mixers.When 
he started selling his formulations, mobile wash pro’s across the 
U.S. gladly became customers for life. Finally, John perfected the 
‘black magic’ of super-concentrated SuperFLo Polymer.TM

   

The EnviroSpec story began
with a contractor just like you.

EnviroSpec
envirospec.com    1-800-346-4876

Your Authority for 
High-Performance Cleaning

www.Envirospec.com



EnviroSpec’s 'black magic' behind...
SUPERFLO POLYMER™ 

We recently had a sales rep join our company who had been in the chemical and pump business since
the late 1980's.  One day he told us that after talking to our customers for over a 3 month span that he was
shocked to hear just how much our customers liked our detergents. “ No-one - absolutely no-one - has ever had
anything but great things to say about our detergents.”

When EnviroSpec puts on a chemical customer
they are a chemical customer for life and it’s all because of SuperFlo Polymer™!

SO WHAT IS THIS MYSTERY PRODUCT CALLED SUPERFLO POLYMER™
...and why has it made EnviroSpec chemicals the most asked for detergents in the professional cleaning/mobile wash industry?

Years ago John Allison, the owner of EnviroSpec, was a contractor just like you.  And - just like you - he tried everyone's 'claim to
fame' detergents until he realized that everything that he purchased was thought up and compounded by someone who had never
had to clean anything for profit.  It was after many very expensive 55 gallon drums of watered down detergents when John finally
realized that if he was ever going to make it in such a demanding industry he needed to learn how to make his own chemicals.

John set up a small lab at his business and over the next few years his ‘chem lab for a  dummy’  flourished.  Almost every day
John would head out to a job site with yet another ‘concoction’ that he had dreamed up the night before. He would take his new
formula out and if it showed any signs of success he would keep 'tweaking' it until it was either a great success or a horrible failure.
John says the failures ran about 99 to 1 over the successes.

Over the next few years John learned what to use and what not to use to clean the delicate surfaces of stone and brick, the
greasy surfaces of commercial vehicles, the impossible to clean restaurant exhaust hoods, aluminum and vinyl sided houses, pools,
patios, roofs, concrete, cement mixers, etc. and he learned all this without 'blowing himself up' in the process. Although there were
several close calls along the way.

Now John Allison had developed an incredible arsenal of cleaners by1984 and yet the SuperFlo Polymer™ product that is now
known throughout the industry today was not even on the horizon at that time.  Here is how the SuperFlo Polymer™ product came
about and how it has dramatically changed the complexion of the professional mobile wash industry. 

John had an account that had several terminals scattered throughout New England, New York and New Jersey.  When one of his
vehicles left to service these accounts it would be 2-3 weeks before it would return so it had to leave with enough chemical to
complete the schedule.  Oftentimes that meant carrying up to 15 drums of soap.  Most of the time the vehicle also carried 500
gallons of water and that coupled with the weight of the soap resulted in some very expensive fines as the truck would pass through
the weigh stations along the way from job site to job site.

There had to be a way to be able to put enough powder in solution where 1 drum of detergent (even if it were a 'sludge') would
equal 3 drums of a super concentrate that could be further diluted through a down-stream injector.  In detergent chemistry the ‘rule
of thumb’ has always been that - at best - you can only mix one pound of powder to 1 gallon of water without ‘fall-out’ or separation
occurring.  And here John is trying to defy all the laws of chemical compounding by attempting to mix 3 pounds of powder into one
gallon of water and having it hold in solution.

John contacted a chemist friend who had suggested that maybe he should look outside of the detergent chemistry industry and
try to find something or a combination of ‘somethings’ that could couple or ‘tie-up’ the solids and keep them in a solution.  His friend
also told him that every once in a while all the 'stars will align' and what is known in the chemical formulary industry as 'black magic'
will occur.  He did and it did!  And one day - out of nowhere - the blends came together and when they did John had a product that
could be added to detergents that would couple as much as - not 3 pounds per gallon - but up to 4 pounds per gallon.

...and there is even more MAGIC!
The longer you wash a surface with any of our products that contain SuperFlo Polymer™ the shinier it gets. Even the lustre on

surfaces that have been ‘burned’ and ‘dulled’ by contractors who have used harsh, low cost caustic cleaners will be rejuvenated and
brought back to life.
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Steve Stephens, author of The Pressure 
Cleaning Marketing Bible, got into decorative 
concrete services about 10 years ago when 
looking for solutions to a common customer 
problem. Stephens, who for years specialized 
in cleaning new construction, was already 
washing driveways, sidewalks and other 
flatwork areas. “We restored old, black, green 
rusty driveways to inviting areas welcoming 
new potential owners’ home,” he said.

 A common problem in both residential and 
commercial new construction is that after 
the flatwork is cleaned, the client discovers 
“cracks in their garage or the splotchiness in 
the concrete due to weathering.” Stephens 
explained that problems often occur in new 
construction when the concrete contractor 
pours and finishes the work in weather that 
gets below freezing, or the contractor gets 
caught in a rainstorm, causing cosmetic 
problems such as brown, permanent staining 

due to the plastic used to cover the concrete.  
 “After 20 years of contractors asking me 
for solutions and being unable to be of help, 
I was ecstatic when I learned of a way to take 
my already large client base and offer them 
real solutions to these otherwise very costly 
problems,” Stephens added.

Imagine, you are cleaning a new 
construction garage floor and discover 
numerous hairline (or larger) cracks. Normally, 
the concrete contractor would have to demolish 
the floor then re-pour. “The builder already 
knows you because you’ve cleaned the garage 
floor anyway. Now they learn you can repair 
the cracks with grinders and epoxy. Roll two 
coats of a colored epoxy base on the floor 
and the builder has a beautiful upgrade for 
the buyers of the home,” said Stephens. “The 
concrete contractor is relieved because he does 
not have to redo the floor, plus he only spends 
a fraction of replacement cost. The builder is 

Decorative Concrete: 
An Easy Upsell

by Allison Hester, Editor

Photo provided by Clark Hussey, AP Surface Solutions, LLC, in 
Averill Park, NY, www.APSurfaceSolutions.com.
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happy because he is not faced with the huge 
mess of the repour. You are happy because you 
can walk away with around a thousand dollars 
for a few hours work, and you are the hero.”

The Basic Types of Decorative Services
Decorative concrete can be as simple as a 

solid colored epoxy coating, or as complicated 
as a stamped, multi-colored design that 
incorporates artwork or logos, depending on 
how complicated the contractor chooses to 
go. “With all the faulty and damaged concrete 
that can be easily transformed with decorative 
concrete systems, this is a nice opportunity to 
pick up some substantial extra income,” said 
Stephens. “There is a system for most every 
budget, so you can focus on one application or 
get artsy and educated on many applications, 
raising your net receivables tremendously.”

Specifically, the most common types of 
decorative concrete services include:

Epoxy Coatings – An epoxy coating is 
“painted” over the concrete, providing a strong, 
stain resistant, easily-cleaned and attractive 
surface. The coatings can be a solid color or 
multiple colors, and are popular choices for 
garages, bathrooms, utility rooms, basements 
and kitchens. Although the application is fairly 
simple, there is still some expertise involved 
that requires proper training to be able to mix 
and apply it correctly.

Acid Staining Concrete – This is a method 
of staining a functional piece of concrete by 
using an acid stain that etches 
into the concrete and reacts with 
the lime in the concrete to stain 
it whatever color the customer 
desires. This technique can give 
an attractive marbleized look.

Stamped Concrete involves 
pouring out a thin layer of 
concrete, then stamping a pattern 
over it, giving the concrete the 
appearance of other surfaces, 
such as brick, slate, cobblestone, 
and so on.

Concrete Overlays – concrete 
that is still functional but that 
has a lot of cracks, chips or other 
blemishes wlll probably benefit 
from this method. Concrete 

During and after photos of stenciled concrete, provided by Clark Hussey, 
AP Surface Solutions, LLC, in Averill Park, NY, www.APSurfaceSolutions.
com. (Hussey said his son loves to come and help.)
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overlays consist of a mix of 
polymers and cement that 
bond together and then 
are applied topically to the 
concrete, creating whatever 
style the customer wants.

 Of these four, the acid 
staining and epoxy coating 
are the easiest and the most 
popular, and probably the 
best place for most contractors 
to start. “You can also add a 
vinyl chip overlay on the epoxy 
coatings. It’s a simple process 
that looks beautiful – and you 
can double the price of the 
job,” added Stephens. 

The Market for Contract 
Cleaners

Last year, Mike O’Connell 
of Veteran’s Power Wash 
in Louisville, KY, shifted 
his residential services 
to wood and concrete 
preparation and sealing. 
While he does not pour or 
stamp concrete, Veteran 
does provide decorative 
sealers, minor repairs and 
maintenance coatings to all 
kinds of concrete, pavers 
and stone structures. “I 
shifted our residential focus 
to coatings after seeing the 
large demand for sealing 
after our cleaning services. 
Customers want concrete 
that looks great, is protected 
from the environment, and 
will last for years ahead,” 
O’Connell explained. “This 
service not only fulfilled our 
customer’s needs, but doubled 
our residential revenue in 
one year.” He added that 
80 percent of his cleaning 
customers also request 
coatings

Clark Hussey of AP Surface 
Solutions in Averill Park, NY, 

Before and after photos of marblized acid stained garage provided by Steve Stephens, Raleigh, 
NC, author of The Pressure Cleaning Marketing Bible.
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started in the decorative concrete business in 
2007, then added pressure washing services 
and later roof cleaning as he saw the need 
and the natural fit. “I found I had to have a 
pressure washer/surface cleaner for surface 
preparation, so I grew into more pressure 
washing services as well.” While he offers a 
variety of types of decorative concrete services, 
he said that epoxy coatings on garage floors 
tend to be the top choice of most homeowners.

The cost for getting into the coating 
business, according to the Elite Crete website 
(www.elitecrete.com/index.html) is minimal. As 
their website explains, “For less than $2,400, 
you can purchase all of the tools 
and equipment needed to start 
your own decorative concrete 
resurfacing and custom seamless 
flooring business. You will recoup 
your equipment investment costs 
within the first couple of jobs you 
complete1.”

However, the cost may be 
even less for contract cleaners. 
“It’s a really easy addition,” said 
Stephens. “You’ve already got 
most of the equipment.”

 “The investment is very 
minimal for the return,” added 
O’Connell. “As Veteran has 
grown, we have added different 
types of sprayers, floor scrubbers, 
and applicators. We started with 
paint rollers and garden sprayers, 
but now have four- to six-thousand invested to 
do concrete sealing jobs faster and with better 
results.”

All contractors interviewed agreed that there 
is money to be made in this market.

The Importance of Training
However, as Hussey explained, the materials 

for decorative concrete are much more 
expensive than for a housewash, and if the 
contractor messes up, it costs more to fix. For 
example, Hussey – who coated a garage earlier 
in the day – said he spent around $700 in 
epoxy and materials. “If something fails on the 
floor, you’re talking about having to pay for the 
product out of pocket to fix it. Luckily, I haven’t 
had that problem, but it’s always something 

you have to keep in mind.”
 That’s why finding a reputable product, 

helpful distributors and getting quality 
training is imperative. In fact, most product 
manufacturers require that contractors go 
through their training prior to being able to 
purchase their products. However, some local 
paint stores are starting to teach the basic 
techniques for free in hopes that you’ll buy 
their products.

For Hussey, Elite Crete is his product of 
choice. “I feel they have a high quality product 
and good support system,” he explained. “If I 
need something, I can call my distributor at 

Before and after photos of acid stained concrete, provided by Clark 
Hussey, AP Surface Solutions, LLC, in Averill Park, NY, 
www.APSurfaceSolutions.com
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any hour so he can answer questions or get me 
the material I need.” He also trained on interior 
decorative countertops with a product called 
Granite Crete.

Stephens trained with Increte Systems, 
which he selected because they were large and 
reputable. He has taken part in other training 
classes as well, and warned that some courses 

try to convince you to purchase large amounts 
of expensive equipment. “You just don’t need to 
spend much to get started,” he reiterated.

O’Connell chose to go with David Phillips 
of Southern Stain and Seal. “His contractor 
experience and product knowledge accelerated 
our learning curve and made the addition of 
these services very profitable from day one,” he 
added. “David is the kind of guy who always 
answers the phone and has the solution for 
whatever coating concern you may have. He 
has come to Louisville and provided on-site 
training for products and methods new to us. 
His training has been an invaluable resource to 
my company.” 

The common piece of advice shared is 
to do your research prior to jumping into 
this market. “Mistakes in this field can be 
very costly and time-consuming. The proper 
preparation and understanding of how each 
sealer reacts in the concrete is the key to 
being successful,” said O’connell. “We are 
very fortunate in this industry to have many 
contractors and suppliers willing to share their 
experience with others. I would encourage new 
contractors to use these tools.”

“This issue is a great read! We have been in 
the PW business for just three years and the 
tips and instruction from the more experienced 
companies is priceless. Even the articles from 
chemical and equipment suppliers are priceless 
too. Please keep up the great work on the 
magazine”  - May 2012  

“I just want to say thanks for creating a 
magazine geared toward the contractor. 
That is where other industry magazines 
have dropped the ball and sold out to the 
manufacturing industry completely. I have 
read more good and simple articles in your 
magazine then in my 15 years of my other 
magazine subscription – and yours is free.” 
- April 2012

See What Our Readers Are Saying:

The following example comes directly from the 
Elite Crete website: 
  “Decorative concrete resurfacing and 
custom seamless flooring contractors typically 
generate an average sale of four to seven 
times their cost of materials. 
Exterior Example: 900 sq. ft. residential 
driveway.
- Application applied is a Splatter Texture.
- Job sold for $3.50 per sq. ft. for a total of      
 $3,150
- Total material cost for this project is $567 or 
   $0.63 per sq. ft.
- Profit made from this project = $2,583 for two  
 days of work.1”
1http://www.elitecrete.com/Business-Opportunities/Opportunities_

Getting-Started.html

Contact Maurice Clark 
for advertising: 

maurice@ecleanmag.com

229-395-0924
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Second time is a charm for Vince Wood 
of Alert Power Washing in Diamond Bar, 
California.

 After losing a bid for a large contract five 
years ago by literal pennies on the dollar – 
two pennies to be exact – he was awarded the 
Orange County contract earlier this month, 
which will more than double his annual 
income.

 The project requires cleaning the county’s 
libaries – all 33 of them – some monthly, some 
quarterly. The largest part of the contract 
requires cleaning the sidewalks and entryways, 
removing “gum, stains, spills, residue, streaks 
and dirt,” as well as external windows, all of 
which “is not a problem” for Wood.

He said he learned about the contract 
through BidSync.com, and almost decided to 
retract  his bid, “but got too busy.” It’s a good 
thing, too.

 Wood, who has been in the pressure 
washing industry since 2005, is a one-man 
business, and hopes to stay that way once the 
contract begins. “I’m holding off on buying new 
equipment or hiring more staff,” he explains. 
“Once I get in, get used to the properties and 
get a system down, I will have a better feel for 
what the contract will require and if I need to 
make adjustments.”

 Wood also stressed that he’s not afraid 
of long hours or hard work. Prior to starting 
Alert, Vince worked as a tow truck driver, 
in the transporting of heavy construction 
equipment, in installing metal beam guardrails 
on California’s interstates, and as a golf cart 
mechanic. He has found that these past jobs – 
particurly the mechanic role – have helped him 

run his business, 
as he is able to 
make equipment 
repairs on the 
spot.

 While the new 
workload will be 
heavy – with all 
jobs having to 
be done on the 
weekends – Wood 
said that at least 
the libaries are 
in one central 
location. 
Until now, 
he has been 
cleaning in 
five states: 
California, 
Arizona, 
Oregon, 
Nevada and 
Washington.

 The new contract, that will equate to an 
estimated $110,000 annually, “depending on 
how accurate the county’s mearurements are,” 
is renewable for five years, making the contract 
worth over half a million dollars.

 Wood plans to retain contracts with his 
current cleaning clients despite the new deal, 
and has his eyes  – and bids  – on other large 
government contracts. If those come through, 
he said he will have to hire help. “And that 
opens up a whole new world,” he added.

 Work on the new contract is scheduled to 
begin July 1. 

Vince Wood 
Heads to the Libraries

One-Man Operation Awarded Large Contract
by Allison Hester
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Business, marketing, and sales is 
all about numbers, i.e., the number of 
prospects that you market your cleaning 
services to. See enough numbers and your 
business thrives. Don’t see enough numbers 
and your business suffers. Elementary stuff 
for sure, but now we’re going to apply it in 
the real world as it relates to your cleaning 
business.

Because I come from a window cleaning 
background, I am going to use window 
cleaning as my example, but the information 
provided can apply to all types of cleaning 
businesses.

First, let me emphasize that it takes 
a certain kind of person to pay for a 
professional to wash their windows so you 
have to see more “numbers” than, let’s 
say, a carpet cleaning business or maybe 
a landscaper would. In other words, not 
everyone is our prospect, so we need to see 
a lot of numbers/prospects. 

And here’s 
how we do 
that...

Let’s 
use the 
marketing 
technique 
of flyers 
because 
it’s 
probably 
the 
lowest 
cost 
form of marketing 
available.

If you put out 300 flyers a day, four 
days a week every week for four weeks, that 
is 4,800 flyers. Using the average of a one 
percent return, 48 people will contact you. 
Out of those 48 people, let’s stay really, 
really, really conservative and say only 

Massive Action Results 
in Massive Results 

for Your Cleaning Business

Working the 
 Numbers

by Steve Wright, www.TheCustomerFactor.com

Flyer example provided courtesy of 
Window Cleaning Resource, 

www.WindowCleaningResource.com
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40% of those 48 prospects end up turning 
into customers. That’s 19 jobs you just 
captured in 30 days! 

Now I know there are people out there 
right now saying, “I can’t possibly do that. I 
work full-time” or “I just simply don’t have 
the time to do those kind of numbers.”

My answer to that is to have someone 
do it for you. It’ll be the best investment 
you will ever make. You invest $75 bucks 
a week to have three kids distribute flyers. 
Over a four week period, you will secure 19 
jobs. Again remaining conservative, let’s 
use a low average per residential job of just 
$140 per house. That’s $2,660 for a $300 
investment.

Um...not too bad, wouldn’t you say? 
That’s over an 800 percent return on your 
investment! Try and get that from the stock 
market.

And I’d like to stress once again that I’m 
remaining conservative. Frankly, if you can 
only turn 40 percent of your prospects into 
customers, then you’re doing something 
wrong. You should be able to convert at 
least 75 percent to 85 percent of your 
prospects to customers. And the $140 per 
house pricing is also low. In my area, the 
average job price was $200 to $250. 

I’m also not even talking about the 
number of referrals you’re going to receive 
from the above 19 customers that you just 
acquired, PLUS the fact that you’ll be going 
back in six months to a year for a repeat 
performance (assuming that you follow up 
properly).

Excited yet?
If there’s no way that you can invest 

any money or spend four days a week 
distributing 300 flyers a day, then how 
about 200 flyers every day, three days a 
week, every week for four weeks? You’ll 
have 2,400 flyers turn into 24 interested 
people turning into 10 window washing 
jobs.

THEN take some money you have just 
made from these jobs and pay someone 
to assist in flyer distribution so you can 
boost your numbers. Just invest back into 
growing your business from the profits. 

This works! How do I know? Because 
that’s exactly what I did.

When I was in the insurance industry 
and started working as a sale rep for AFLAC 
(yeah...I know. The AFLAC duck), I bought 
a mailing list of business names/addresses 
and must have visited every single business 
in my town in the first 30 days.

After awhile, the sales manager was 
asking me to make presentations to the 
sales force to explain why I was able so sell 
so much insurance. I think everyone in the 
audience expected some sort of magic bullet 
or some “secret.”

No...just a non-stop, whirlwind of activity 
the first 30 days. No magic bullets. Just 
massive action. 

And once I started my window cleaning 
business, this whirlwind consisted of a 
combination of flyers as talked about above, 
and also mailing out postcards. A constant 
barrage of flyers and postcards the first 30 
days created an incredible foundation for me 
to build my window cleaning business on. 

ShopWindowCleaningResource.com        I       862.266.0677

Alex and the team at WCR have shown exemplary customer service 
every time I have purchased from them. As a larger window cleaning 
company we have been purchasing our products and supplies from 
various vendors over the years. In an attempt to find better customer 
service I placed two recent orders with Alex. Both times the orders 
had certain complexities and lead times associated with them. Alex’s 
knowledge of the equipment he sells was superior but his customer 
service was even better. With both orders he saved my company, 
Trusted Window Cleaning and Pressure Washing from NJ, PA, and DE, 
Bethany Associates money and provided a solution that exceeded my 
requirements. That would be sufficient for most businesses. However, 
In both cases the orders were delivered ahead of schedule and even at 
additional time and expense to WCR. As a business owner in a service 
industry I know when I am being serviced above and beyond. My hat 
is off to you Alex for providing superior solutions, savings and ahead 
of schedule. Your hard work has resulted in my company meeting our 
clients needs on time and with excellent equipment. Thank you for 
great products at excellent prices and unsurpassed service!

Jared Barton
Bethany Associates Inc.
Hammonton, NJ
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www.thepwna.org

I have no doubt that it will do the same for 
you!

Use whatever marketing method appeals 
to you (and what your finances dictate), but 
take strong action “early and often.”

I don’t care how you slice and dice it, 
but IF you work the numbers, the numbers 
WILL work for you...each and every single 
time.

But the numbers will not work in your 
favor if you see “few numbers.” For example, 
let’s say that you distribute 100 flyers one 
day every third week, that just won’t work. 
Not enough numbers. Not even close. Sure...
it would work if you’re in the pizza business 
distributing pizza coupons, but we’re talking 
about the window washing business. You 
may luck into receiving a customer or two, 
but this “massive action” article isn’t about 
getting one or two customers. 

So...are you working on your foundation? 
Pick a date on the calendar and make 

that Day 1 of your massive action campaign. 
Work it hard for 30 days. 

Power washers of North america
ph 800-393-7962  |  fx 651-213-0369  |  www.thepwna.org

visit us on

Since 1992 the PWNA has 
represented contractors in the Power 
Washing industry. We stand for all 
power washers: fleet washing, concrete 
cleaning, kitchen exhaust, wood 
restoration, as well as everything in 
between. The PWNA provides quality 
education and certification to power 
wash contractors along with conventions, 
networking opportunities, and a clear 
voice for our industry.

Visit www.thepwna.org for more info on 
becoming a member.

gaiN the suPPort of the origiNal Power washiNg trade orgaNizatioN

JoiN the exPerieNce...

Join Us!
Convention/Cruise:

oCt 2012 - orlando Fl

I can promise you that at the end of 30 
days (assuming you religiously hit it hard 
for those 30 days), when the dust has 
settled and the smoke has cleared, you 
will be well on your way to a successful 
window washing business with more 
customers, more jobs, and more income. 

As a side note, 30 days is my general 
rule of thumb because that has worked 
for me, but pick whatever time period 
works for you. You might be even more 
ambitious. Heck, just imagine what kind 
of window cleaning business you can 
create with a strong 60 or 90 days of non-
stop, aggressive, push-push activity.

Steve Wright is the author of How to 
Start Your Own Residential Window 
Washing Business and the developer of 
The Customer Factor, which is a fully-
automated contact management/follow-up 
software solution for service businesses. 
Please contact Mr. Wright at 256-546-2446 
or at steve@thecustomerfactor.com for more 
information.
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Well the first reason is simple: we live in an 
acid world! 

Most things in and around us every day are 
acidic. Even we are acidic. Most people’s skin 
sits at about 5.3 on the pH scale (acidic). The 
air we breathe out, CO2 is acidic. The most pH 
balanced thing we deal with every day is water, 
which sits at about the pH neutral of 7. 

Dirt and most pollutants are acidic and 
therefore, since opposites attract, the best 
cleaners for most applications fall on the 
alkaline side of the pH scale. This is also the 
reason two step washing, such as in fleet 
washing, is so popular and works so well. You 
first apply an acid, followed right behind with 
an alkaline and ‘Voila’ – the dirt falls off, or is 
repelled from the surface.

So should we take this approach further 
into other cleaning applications such as house 
washing? Maybe yes, and maybe no. 

Most contractors would prefer to wash 
anything in as few steps as possible. House 
washing in no different. Many have even gone 
so far as to try and make or use single-wash 
products to clean, kill mold, leave a protector 
(mold repeller) and/or surface enhancer 
(such as a wax) on the house, like a “Pert 
Plus” shampoo and conditioner for hair. The 
problem with this model is that you get less 
effectiveness and use more of each part when 
they are put together rather than when used 
separately. 

The best method that would use the least 
amount of chemical resources would be to first 
knock off as much dirt and debris as possible 
with a stiff stream of hot water, followed with 

an alkaline 
soap applied as 
hot as possible, 
rinsed, then a 
bleach mold 
killer added 
and rinsed, with a mold protector or surface 
enhancer like a wax then added at the end. 

Now some parts of this cleaning can be put 
together without affecting results such as 
adding bleach (12 % Sodium Hypochlorite) to 
a stable soap to clean and remove mold, algae 
and mildew. Or adding a wet wax product to 
rinse water so that a house can be effectively 
washed and protected (waxed) in two separate 
passes. Now, depending on the soil type, 
soap and water temperature, extra time may 
be needed for scrubbing or agitation of the 
chemicals on the surfaces to get them totally 
clean before they are rinsed free.

I will go more into the all in one idea for 
house washing products in my next segment. 
But for now, understand that there is a 
dance you must do to see if using less of 
each product, but more in time and labor 
effort, is worth the cost difference. Rather 
than combining products that will use more 
in chemical costs, but less in time and labor, 
balanced out by the results that can be 
achieved with each.

Linda Chambers is the Brand and Sales 
Manager for Soap Warehouse, where she has 
worked since 2007. She enjoys writing blogs 
and social media. She also travels for the 
company, exhibiting at trade shows and events. 
Visit their website to learn more at  
www.SoapWarehouse.biz.

by Linda Chambers, Brand and Sales Manager for Soap 
Warehouse, www.SoapWarehouse.biz

Why Do Alkaline 
Cleaners Work So Well?
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Great care should be taken while using a 
waterfed pole. The following are a number of 
topics to be aware of while using a waterfed 
pole.

Trip Hazards (trailing hoses): Due to the 
nature of waterfed poles, there is constantly a 
hose running across the jobsite. It is important 
to mark these areas with signage to let others 
in the area know about the presence of trailing 
hoses.

Trip hazards (while using the poles): Due 

to the fact that you will often be looking up 
while operating a waterfed pole, it is important 
to know your surroundings. Tripping while 
moving equipment can and will occur if you are 
not careful.

Slip hazards (water left on ground): Often 
times there will be standing water left behind 
from using a waterfed pole system. Either 
from runoff from cleaning the window or from 
RO systems’ concentrated water streams. It is 
important to mark these areas with signage to 
let other know of the standing water.

Slip hazards (freezing water in colder 
temperatures): In the winter it is especially 
important to be aware of standing water due to 
its ability to freeze on the ground. It is a good 
idea to pack ice melt in your vehicles in the 
winter months so that you can apply it to these 
areas. It is important to use proper signage to 
let passersby know about the presence of water 
on ground surfaces.

Electrocution (overhead power lines): Be 
sure to take care while working near overhead 
power lines. All waterfed poles can and will 
conduct electricity.

Electrocution (lightning storms): It is best 
to go indoors during power storms. All waterfed 
poles can and will conduct electricity.

Possible electrocution from shorts or 
faulty wiring in solar panels: Great caution 
should be taken when cleaning solar panels 
due to the presence of electricity. Consult 
with an expert regarding solar panels before 
cleaning them with a waterfed pole.

Editor’s Note: As I’m putting this issue 
together, a trial is taking place in San Diego, 
California, involving a window washer  who 
is suing the local electric company. In 2008, 
a window washer was starting a routine 
cleaning  of a three-story home when his 7-foot 
pole, struck a power line that was close to the 
residence. The article says he felt his arms 
freeze up as he fell to the ground, smoldering.

The 34-year-old window cleaning contractor 
woke up following a 72-hour induced coma to 
learn that the electrical shock had destroyed 
the veins in his arms, and his arms had to be 
removed. Describing himself as an “active guy,” 
one can only imagine the torment of waking 
up to realize that not only could he no longer 
earn a living as a window cleaning contractor, 
his lifestyle – which included activities like 
rock climbing and bike racing – had drastically 
changed in an instant. He has also since run up 
medical bills in excess of $9 million.

 As of the time of this issue’s publication, a 
decision in the lawsuit has not been determined. 
However, the point is this: Be extra careful out 
there, and use extra caution when using poles – 
waterfed or extension – of any kind.

Waterfed Pole Safety
by RHG Products Company, www.RHGProducts.com
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Daily equipment checks: It is important 
to visually inspect your waterfed pole for 
any visual problems with the equipment. 
Any problems should be repaired before 
continuing use.

Injury from falling objects: Be aware of 
your surroundings and check your equipment 
regularly for loose parts.

Injury from falling poles: Be aware of 
your surrounding and know that if your pole 
comes down it will come into contact with 
something or someone that is not aware of 
where you are working.

Injury to self from incorrect 
handling of equipment

1. Reducing fatigue (techniques): It is 
important to use proper technique to reduce 
the risk of fatigue and/or injury. When 
working at lower heights (25’ or so) it is 
possible to rely mainly on your arms to do 
the work. But as you begin to work at greater 
heights, it becomes more and more important 
to use your legs to help reduce fatigue. This is 
done by stepping towards and away from the 
building, using your body to move the pole/
brush up and down the window and less of 
your hands.

2. Proper handling (lifting, lowering, 
repositioning): The proper way to extend a 
waterfed pole is by placing the brush head 
up against the building and extending it 
upwards. While doing so, it is important 
to have the brush head on the building to 
support the pole and weight. Larger poles 
may need to be lifted differently with the 
assistance of a 2nd person. This method is 
called footing. To properly lift a larger pole, 
simply extend a number of sections and have 
one person put their foot at the base of the 
pole. Then have the 2nd person begin to walk 
the pole up into the air towards the person 
footing the pole. Once the pole is upright 
the person footing the pole should lift the 
pole and lean it onto the building. To lower 

the pole simply collapse it via the clamping 
mechanism or have a person foot the pole and 
slowly walk it down. While using the ‘footing’ 
method as with any other circumstances, it 
is important to be ware of your surroundings. 
Be especially aware of any power lines in the 
area as contact with power lines will cause 
electrocution and possibly death.

Recovering a pole that has started to fall: 
Occasionally a pole will begin to fall in use if 
the operator is distracted or even if the wind 
happens to flare up without notice. To recover 
a pole that has begun to fall while in use it 
is best to step in the direction of the fall to 
attempt to recover the pole and bring it back to 
a vertical position.

RHG Products Company is the exclusive 
U.S. distributor of the Gardiner Water Fed 
Pole Systems. To learn more, go to www.
RHGProducts.com.

Let us put our expert 
knowledge of legendary 

Landa equipment 
to work for your 
cleaning needs.

Specializing in Power 
washing equipment 

sales, service and 
custom manufacturing

(403) 771-7774
www.HydraEquipment.com
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Before I get started telling the secrets to 
effective indoor residential concrete cleaning, 
let me introduce myself. I am the S.O.B. (son-
of-boss) at Marko Janitorial Supply located 
in Spartanburg, South Carolina. This is a 
position I have held since my father, Richard 
C. Meehan, started me off mowing the lawn 
around the parking lot in 1968 – with a sling 
blade. I was eight. My expertise comes from 
growing with the biz, so to speak.

Indoor residential concrete 
cleaning can be hard 

work, much like using 
a hand tool to cut the grass. 

There are ways to make it easier 
and more profitable though; but 
first, let’s discuss economics. With 
skyrocketing costs affecting every 
aspect of doing business, you may 
ask how it would be possible to profit 
from labor intensive, time consuming 
slab cleaning jobs for finicky clients, 
otherwise called homeowners. That’s 
easy – efficiency. Yes, a cleaning 
company must become a lean, mean, 
efficient cleanup machine.

Speaking of efficient machines, 
there are several key pieces of 

equipment that a pro cleaning 
company must have to pull off 
a decent job on a dirty indoor 
slab of concrete. The foremost 
of these is called a rotary floor 
machine.

 1. A Rotary Floor Machine 
is nothing more than a 

heavy duty electric motor 
attached to a brush and 

Concrete Cleaning 
Inside Out (Pt. 1)

by Rick Meehan, Marko Janitorial Supplies, http://MarkoInc.com

a handle. This machine 
comes in a variety 
of diameters and 
horsepower. However, since time is money in 
the cleaning industry, the bigger the machine, 
the better. 

Twenty-inch diameter rotaries with one-and-
a-half horses are perfect for most floor cleaning 
jobs, especially concrete. Typically, they will 
spin a brush at 175 RPM’s. There’s enough 
weight – around 85 pounds – to give some 
reasonable down-pressure, enough size to 
cover about 2,000-square feet of floor space per 
hour, and enough torque to prevent bogging. 

Don’t be tempted to get a faster machine, 
as it will create problems on rougher surfaces, 
mainly due to creating excessive friction. 
Splashing becomes an issue with higher 
speeds too. (Cleaning chemicals splashed 
on expensive silk wallpaper is not a pretty 
sight. This usually instigates a lawsuit.) Since 
efficiency is the key to making money, the 
fact that this basic janitorial machine can be 
used for stripping, polishing, 
sanding, scrubbing, 
grinding, and carpet 
cleaning, makes 
it versatile and 
indispensable.

2. A rotary floor 
machine requires a rotary 
brush. Pad drivers to hold polypropylene 
scrubbing pads usually come with new 
rotaries, but most concrete surfaces will chew 
them up in a heartbeat. You will need a brush, 
maybe even a fleet of them, depending upon 
the variety of surfaces encountered on the job. 

Not just any brush will do either. Nearly 
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all concrete surfaces have a texture, 
especially decorative concrete. If there’s 
any texture to the surface at all, a rotary 
scrubbing pad will simply disintegrate. 

Get good brushes 
with silicon carbide 

embedded in 
their bristles. 
These come in 
a variety of grits 
for a variety of 
purposes. You’ll 

want to create a set 
of brushes to handle 

many different textures 
of concrete, from smooth to grainy. 

Start by obtaining a light duty 500-
grit, a medium duty 180-grit, and an 
aggressive 80-grit brush. These brushes 
run about $280 USD each. The silicon 
carbide in the bristles helps the brush 
to withstand the sanding effect that 
comes with scrubbing concrete. Simply 
put, they last far longer than no-grit 
brushes or pads. This saves lots of 
money in the long run.

3. Large volumes of water, 
soap, and debris will be 
produced during most 
concrete cleaning jobs, so 
we need a machine to get 
all that stuff up – fast. Yes, 
a wet/dry tank vacuum 
with a hose, wand, and 
squeegee tool will do nicely. 

As was the case with the 
rotary floor machine, size 
does matter. Resist the 
urge to cut costs by going 
cheap here. It is imperative 
to choose a quality machine 
of the right size for slab work. Once 
again though, this piece to the efficiency 
puzzle will come in handy for virtually 
all other cleaning jobs. Nothing beats 
a stainless steel canister, crush-proof 
vinyl hose, and a set of metal tools. 

A capacity between 12 and 20 gallons 
will reduce the emptying cycles during 

the job. Remember, time is money. If a worker 
has to stop every two minutes to empty a little 
canister vacuum into a toilet somewhere at the 
other end of the building, the job will never get 
done.

So far the equipment investment has 
reached about $2,000. Considering that this 
amount can be made back on three or four 
jobs – spend the dough. The cheapest labor out 
there is around $7.25 per hour. If it takes two 
people six hours instead of three to complete 
the job, that’s $43.50 deducted from the 
overall profit.

I’ve said a lot about equipment and not 
much yet about concrete. Sorry, you’ll need 
to be patient. The right equipment makes a 
thorough job; a thorough job makes a happy 
customer. We all want happy customers and a 
profit, so bear with me.

4. Other tools needed include a deck scrub 
brush on a sturdy handle, a grout brush for 
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scrubbing out grooves, 
a large capacity mop 
bucket with wringer, 

a good mop capable of 
handling rough surfaces without 

falling apart, a floor squeegee, a 
scraper blade with razor replacements, 

a couple of pumice sticks, a can of freeze-
type gum and wax remover, and absorbent 
cloths. Why all these 
sundries? Have you ever 
been on a job and had 
a machine break down? 
Have you ever needed a 
tool to get in tight spaces 
and corners? There is 
always detail work that 
will have to been done. 
Keep those minor tools 
handy. Time, my friend, 
must be cut to increase 
profits – not the quality of work!

5. One more group of products must be 

secured prior to tackling an indoor slab. 
Because concrete can be stained, textured, 
sealed, polished, oiled, sanded, waxed, and 
soiled in virtually unlimited artistic ways, 
a good set of cleaning chemicals must be 
obtained. In general, mild cleaning agents 
without abrasives are best. Remember, you’ve 
just purchased a set of good silicon carbide 
scrub brushes. Overdoing abrasives is a bad 

idea even though it may seem the 
best way to get the surface clean. 
The rule of thumb is this: use the 
mildest combination of chemicals 
and materials that are capable of 
getting the job done without doing 
harm. Sounds like a doctor’s oath, 
doesn’t it?

Concrete is simulated stone, not 
stone itself, but even stone surfaces 
are not impervious to the myriad 
ways we have of messing them up in 

our quest to get them clean. Despite what you 
may have heard, muriatic acid products are 
not “the bomb” for cleaning indoor slabs! Get 
pro advice from your local cleaning chemical 
expert before trying to get that soiled spot 
(as opposed to decorative stain) out of indoor 
concrete.

Two major groups of cleaning chemicals will 
become your staples for most jobs: neutral 
cleaners and degreasers. Use an all-purpose 
cleaner, commonly referred to as a neutral 
cleaner, for almost all indoor concrete cleaning 
jobs. They are safe around the house. They 
don’t eat up a customer’s possessions with 
vile fumes. They don’t eat your flesh or the 
dog’s feet like muriatic acid. They also will not 
change the surface of the concrete no matter 
how long they soak.

If a stronger detergent is needed – perhaps 
because the customer used oil-based dust 
mop treatments for years on end to mop the 
concrete (old method) – choose a water-based 
degreaser containing either butyl or DE-
limonene to scrub with. Be sure to prevent this 
type of product from going places beyond the 
slab. 

Some paints, varnishes, waxes, and 
polyurethanes don’t take kindly to water-
based degreasers. They can cause fogging, TheWCRA.com        I       862.266.0677

Why did I renew my WCRA membership when I don’t even clean 
windows?  I feel this has been one of the best investments my business 
has made. The access to the private forum, the post cards and flyers, 
and all of the people that I have connected with. Over the past year I 
have learned a lot and maybe one day we will actually offer interior 
window cleaning.  Thanks to everyone for making this such a great 
forum and don’t forget the PWR forum.  Of course, I’m also a member 
over there!

Clark Hussey
AP Surface Solutions LLC.
Averill Park, New York
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peeling, or bubbling if left to soak. With a little 
vigilance, these products make excellent indoor 
heavy cleaners for many tough situations. 
Although there are various types of decorative 
concrete stains, I have never seen one that can 
be harmed by even the harshest water-based 
detergent. However, that doesn’t mean you can 
assume that the expensive simulated-stone 
surface under your feet can’t be harmed by your 
degreaser. Always test an out-of-the-way spot 
before jumping to the middle of the highly visible 
portion of the floor.

Concrete is made from three components: 
Portland cement, water, and aggregate 
(rock, sand, or gravel). Portland cement is a 
combination of calcium, silicon, aluminum, iron 
and small amounts of other ingredients. Take 
note that calcium is usually the culprit when it 
comes to reactions between cleaning chemicals 
and a slab. If a detergent is too acidic or too 
basic there is a chance that the calcium in the 
slab will react in unpleasant ways, like changing 
the surface color or pitting the once-smooth 
finish. (Beyond the scope of this article – see 
next issue.)

Cleaning the Indoor Slab…Finally!
For our purposes, we’ll assume that we’re 

dealing with the best acid-stained concrete 
with a stamped texture pattern available today, 
coated with the finest acrylic floor finish by the 
installer. If we handle this floor properly, the 
same procedure will apply to most other indoor 
concrete floors.

After removing all furniture in preparation to 
begin scrubbing with the rotary floor machine, 
thoroughly scan the area for goopy spots, 
milky areas, stains – any problem must be 
handled first. If the original coating is in need 
of replacement due to wear, incorrect cleaning 
methods, or other abuse, it is important to 
obtain the acrylic floor finish ahead of time too. 

Confer with the homeowner about the level of 
shine expected and plan for the cost

Acrylic finishes come in as many flavors 
as ice cream, or so it seems. All good quality 
brands are expensive, in the neighborhood of 
$30 per gallon. Always have some on hand in 
case a spot, or even the whole floor, requires a 
recoating.

Once chewing gum, grease spots, candle 
wax, and other surface issues have been 
removed using your specialty products and 
tools, it is time to scrub the floor. Locate 
a nearby water source for filling the mop 
bucket. Determine the best way to dispose of 
wastewater from the tank vacuum. Move the 
cleaning equipment and detergent to a handy 
location. 

Visually slice the area into sections of about 
ten feet by ten feet, like a grid. Plan to work 
toward an exit from the area so you don’t 
keep traipsing over your cleaned sections. For 
efficiency, two people are optimum for areas 
up to 5,000 square feet. One runs the rotary 
machine; the other handles the mop, the tank 
vacuum, and the carting of water, both clean 
and dirty.

Procedure:
1. Protect your client’s personal possessions 

by having delicate items removed from the 
work area. 

2. Apply rolled absorbent rags or liquid-
absorbing logs across doorways or areas that 
need protection from liquids (like carpeting 
next to the concrete). This is called damming. 
Keep a watchful eye on these and replace as 
needed.

3. Mix neutral cleaner (or degreaser as the 
job indicates) according to directions in a mop 
bucket of warm water. Using a rayon mop 
head (withstands rougher surfaces without 

Visit www.RoofSnot.com for More Information
Available exclusively through Southside Equipment,

 Inc., www.PressureWasherKY.com
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fraying) apply copious amounts of liquid to 
the farthest grid section from the exit. Spread 
solution over the entire section. Don’t apply so 
much liquid that it runs everywhere, but make 
sure to apply enough that it has a chance to 
soak five minutes without drying. If the water 
person notices the area trying to dry, he or she 
can reapply more solution to keep it wet.

4. Continue to apply cleaning solution over 
the next section of the grid. This allows the 
first section to have five minutes of soaking 
time. Soaking time is critical because it allows 
the detergent to loosen and float away ground-
in debris and body oils (present everywhere 
humans go).

5. While Water Person is applying solution 
to the floor, Rotary Person should be preparing 
the rotary floor machine by moving it into 
place on the first grid section and attaching 
the brush. (At this point, for the purposes 
of this article, I must assume that a proper 
instruction in the use of a rotary floor scrubber 
and tank vacuum has already been obtained.) 
Remembering our rule of “do no harm,” it is 
best to begin scrubbing with the 500-grit light 
duty rotary brush. This grit will polish waxed 
floors to a shine, so no harm can possibly be 
done to a high-grade acrylic concrete floor 
finish on a stained surface.

6. At this point, Water Person should be 
moving on to the third grid while Rotary Person 
begins the side-to-side, forward-to-back, and 
circular scrubbing of the first grid. All three 
motion styles need to be used in order to get 
the bristles of the brush into every dip, groove, 
or pit in the slab. Now, Water Person needs to 
stop applying cleaning chemicals and do some 
detail scrubbing in corners or places the rotary 
machine cannot reach using the deck scrub 
brush. Once the detail work is complete, Water 
Person will either apply further solution to the 
floor to stay ahead of Rotary Person, or change 
to the tank vacuum.

7. As Rotary Person moves from the first 
grid to the second, Water Person begins the 
recovery of the soapy, dirty water from the 

first grid. Most likely, the large capacity tank 
vacuum won’t need emptying for quite a 
while, but a watchful eye must be kept on it to 
ensure that it does not overfill. (If a gallon of 
water has been applied at this point, and the 
tank vacuum has a 12-gallon capacity, well, 
you see how to estimate when emptying will be 
required.)

8. By now, Rotary Person will probably be 
moving to the third grid section. Water Person 
should stop vacuuming up liquids long enough 
to apply cleaning solution to the next two 
grids. Once again, soaking time is imperative!

9. These steps will be repeated until both 
persons have moved out of the exit. In general, 
this procedure will commence at the rate of 
1,000 square feet per hour. Timing depends 
on the team, however. Practice in advance of 
the job and get the timing down. Preparation 
ahead will tighten up the quote for the job 
and put more dollars in the pocket in the end. 
Efficiency is the key.

WARNINGS: Do not rush. Do not allow 
liquids to spread indiscriminately around 
someone’s home. Do not attempt running large 
equipment in confined areas without prior 
practice. Do not skip any steps. Do not walk 
away and leave the work area unattended 
once work begins. Do not assume that you 
know everything about how to do this type of 
work simply because you’ve been in the biz for 
years. And, DO NOT go into someone’s home 
without proper liability and bonded insurance!

At this point, I will pause with Part One. 
The next issue of eClean will have Part Two, 
where I will cover more details about indoor 
slab cleaning, especially how to quote a job like 
this. 

The teaser: refinishing indoor concrete is a 
snap, but other floors in the home may benefit 
from the same acrylic finishing. Don’t lose the 
opportunity to make more money while you’re 
right there. Never forget: efficiency is the key if 
you want to retain more profits from your hard 
work! 
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The world of cleaning concrete has been 
dominated by pressure washing. Arguably 
the most effective way to remove many forms 
of soiling from concrete, pressure washing 
has its benefits. However, some maintenance 
cleanings can be completed without using high 
pressure washing.

Soft washing, by definition, is the application 
of cleaning chemicals from an agricultural-
style sprayer in which the chemicals do all 
of the needed cleaning. Soft washing is not 
for restoration cleanings, but best suited 
for removing light soiling and/or fungal and 
bacteria infestations on surfaces.

Many flat concrete surfaces are infested with 
mold, mildew, fungus and bacteria. Sometimes 
a simple chemical treatment will clean and 
brighten those surfaces quickly and efficiently. 
Here are some steps to consider when trying to 
clean a flat concrete surface with soft washing.

• Can the surface be safely soft washed?
• Is this coated or uncoated concrete? If 

coated, is it with a chemical-resistant paint or 
coating? Does the coating need removed? It 
may need a restoration cleaning by a pressure 
washer to remove loose or peeling coatings.

• What borders the concrete? Are there 
storefront windows and trim? Is there 
landscaping? What care do I need to take to 
protect these items?

• What is the surface itself? Regular 
untreated concrete, river rock, cool decking, 
epoxy, etc. How textured or porous is the 
surface? Will the surface need rinsing?

Once these have been addressed, you can 
decide if soft washing is a plausible solution or 
if pressure washing is needed.

Soft Washing Steps
 1. Use a blower or broom to remove any 

debris from the surface. 
 2. Look for items like oil stains, gum and 
other individually-treatable stains. 
 • Oil stains are easily removed using a non-

phosphate detergent and a scrub brush. 
 • Gum can also be removed in small 
amounts using a hand held torch and metal 
putty knife. 
 • Irrigation rust can be removed using a 
acid and water solution of 1 part acid, 2 parts 
water. (Avoid spraying bleach on acid; rinse 
thoroughly before soft washing) 
 3. Once the surface is prepped it may 
need to be cooled. Hot concrete evaporates 
chemicals before they can start to clean. Cool 
by pre-moistening the surface with a garden 
hose. The moist surface will also carry the 
chemicals deeper into crevices that may have 
been missed on dry concrete. 
 4. Use safety cones, wet floor signs and 
safety tape to avoid injuries. 
 5. Apply a bleach-and-water solution with 
surfactants to the surface in this solution: (50 
gallon mix) 15 gallons of sodium hypochlorite 
bleach, 35 gallons water and 64 ounces of 
your favorite surfactant. Agitate in the tank to 
blend and spray lightly and consistently to the 
surface. 
 6. Trace in areas around landscaping by 
standing on the grass and tracing inward. 
This directs overspray toward the center of the 
concrete, not outward onto landscaping. Use 
a piece of wall shower board as a tracing tool 
to avoid chemicals resting on glass and/or 
anodized aluminum frames. Chemicals allowed 
to rest on these windows may damage the 
window or frame; at a minimum, it will create 
additional cleaning later. 
 7. Allow the chemicals to dwell for about 
15 minutes, then rinse, or don’t rinse, based 
on your desired end result, surface texture or 
exposure/safety concern.

Soft washing is great for removing basic 
organic-based stains like dirt, mildew, fungus, 
bacteria, leaf stains and alike on flat concrete 
surfaces. Soft washing is also a potent 
sanitizer for locker room and bathroom floors 
and tile. Next time you’re getting ready to 
crank up the pressure washer ask yourself is 
this flat concrete a candidate for soft washing?

AC Lockyer owns Softwash Systems, a 
company dedicated to supplying equipment, 
chemicals, education and support to the 
softwash professional. 

Soft Washing 
Concrete

by AC Lockyer, Softwash Systems
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The WaterJet Techonology Association 
(WJTA) and Industrial and Municipal Cleaning 
Association (IMCA) have announced that the 
WJTA/IMCA Expo will be held September 10 
through 12 at the George R. Brown Convention 
Center in Houston, Texas. Admission is free. 
However, pre-registration is recommended to 
avoid long lines at the registration counter. All 
pre-registrants will be entered in a drawing for 
a free gift. 

“The program offers valuable networking 
opportunities, education, equipment displays, 
and live demonstrations,” says Ken Carroll, 
association manager. “Industry sectors that 
will be covered include electric, gas and oil; 
environmental remediation; manufacturing; 
marine/shipyard; mining; paint and coating; 
petrochemical; pipeline; public works; sewer 
and drain; and more.” 

 The three-day event will feature:
Live Demonstrations, allowing attendees 

to see the equipment in action and have 
questions answered by the expets.

New High-Tech Equipment, Trucks, Parts 
and Accessories from leading manufacturers 
and suppliers around the world. 

Educational Program – The 2012 Boot 
Camp Sessions include a variety of high 
impact topics presented by specialists in their 
fields: 
 • Hydro-Excavation by Brett Hart, Vactor 
Manufacturing 
 • Nozzle Selection – Pressure Loss, Jet 
Quality, and Other Technical Aspects by Kevin 
Simmons, StoneAge Inc. 
 • PSC’s Hose Integrity and Reliability Program 
by Sean Benoit, PSC 

WJTA-IMCA Expo in Houston
September 10-12

 • Reduction of Hydroblasting Manual Labor by 
Hans Borgt, Dow Benelux, B.V. 
 • Safe Use and Care for Ultra High Pressure 
Hose by Jerry Carter, SPIR STAR, Ltd. 
 • Safety in Waterjetting by Ed Twaddell, 
TurtleSkin WaterArmor by Warwick 
  • Scrubbing Vapors – Vapor Filtration 
Equipment by Brad Varley, Vapor Technologies 
Inc. 
 • Strong Safety Management Systems…A 
Customer Perspective by Kathy Krupp, The 
Dow Chemical Company 
 • Understanding the Power of Vacuum and 
How Industrial Vacuum Loaders Work by Phil 
Stein, Consultant 
 • High Pressure Waterblasting Applications by 
Gary Toothe, FS Solutions 

Network with Industry Professionals 
– Learn from the experts and share your 
expertise. 

“Participants are invited to attend the grand 
opening of the exhibit hall and the Industry 
Appreciation Reception on September 10 from 
5:30-7:30 p.m.,” says Carroll. “This is a casual 
event that gives visitors an opportunity to see 
new high-tech products and equipment and 
visit with vendors.” The Industry Appreciation 
Reception is sponsored by CSM Supply. Food 
and beverages will be served compliments of 
CSM Supply. 

A limited number of exhibit spaces are still 
available. For more information, contact Ken 
Carroll at (314)241-1445. 

To register online or obtain more 
information, visit www.wjta.org or contact 
WJTA-IMCA by email: wjta-imca@wjta.org or 
telephone: (314)241-1445.
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Pressure washers are great for tackling 
tough cleaning jobs with a high-pressure blast 
of water. When pressure washing, however, it’s 
important to remember that turning the washer 
on full force isn’t always the way to go. 

Using too much pressure on a deck, fence, 
siding or even concrete can result in permanent 
and unsightly damage, which is why it’s 
important to understand the psi on your 
pressure washer and how it works.

WHAT PSI MEANS 
Psi stands for pounds per square inch and 

measures how much water pressure your 
unit can produce. The higher the psi, the 
more cleaning power you have. Most pressure 
washers offer a psi range, allowing the operator 
to choose which pressure level best suits the 
task at hand, and even the cheapest models 
produce more than 20 times the pressure of a 
typical garden hose. 

Pressure levels can range anywhere from 
1,000 to 4,000 psi. When shopping for pressure 
washers, it’s best to choose a model that 
provides more psi than you think you’ll need, 
which will give you enough power to take care 
of extra-tricky stains and will prevent you from 
having to run your machine at full blast, which 
can wear it down over time. 

Here’s a look at basic recommended psi 
levels for common pressure washing jobs: 

Up to 1,500 psi: The lowest pressure 
settings are best for pressure washing smaller 
surfaces such as charcoal grills, lawn furniture, 
bikes and cars, garden tools and other items 
that could be damaged by higher pressure. 
Generally, wood decks, etc., should be cleaned 
at low pressures to avoid damaging the surface.

1,500 to 2,000 psi: This is the sweet 
spot for pressure washing patios and siding, 
as higher pressure can gouge relatively 
soft surfaces, leaving ugly scars. However, 
when cleaning a wood deck or vinyl siding, 
remember that technique is as important 
as the psi setting; improper power washing 
technique can also leave blemishes, even if the 
correct psi is used. 

2,000 to 3,000 psi: Larger areas such as 
driveways and walkways become much easier 
to clean when this psi range is used. Again, 
pay attention to your spraying technique; 
even concrete can sustain pressure washing 
damage if you’re not careful. 

3,000 to 4,000 psi: This psi range is where 
the heavy lifting happens. These settings are 
good for cleaning stripping paint and cleaning 
farm equipment, semi-trailers and concrete. 
The high pressure can be dangerous, however.

Pressure  
  Washing: 
A Basic Guide to PSI Levels

by Paul Horsley, Publisher

Building 
Cleaning

Coming in July
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Let me say from the get-go that I’m all 
for safety. I design both my chemicals and 
processes first and foremost with regards to 
worker safety. In over 30 years, I’ve only had 
one workers comp claim and that was back 
when we were doing hydroblasting at 10,000 
psi. A guy jammed his thumb while working 
on a pump. My foreman rightly took him to the 
ER for them to check it out. As it turned out, 
the worker didn’t even lose his thumbnail. No 
followup visit required. 

I’m all for safety and then some. When the 
job called for using a pretty nasty acid, I put 
the slicker suit on and did that job myself. I 
didn’t feel comfortable giving the task over to a 
regular worker. That is, until I redesigned the 
chemical and now don’t even need a slicker 
suit.

This year, International Paper’s Red River 
Mill in Campti, Louisiana, is implementing 
worker fines for safety violations. I always 
thought of this mill as having a really proactive 
safety department. Nice folks but firm. Well, 
they have ratcheted it up a notch with this. I 
guess it makes sense. If OSHA is going to fine 
IP for safety violations for anything that takes 
place on their site, they’d might as well get a 
jump on the process. 

Let’s see, what kind of fines are we talking 
about?

• Smoking in a non-smoking area.... $600
•  Failure to correct PPE (Personal 

Protective Equipment)... $600
•  Improper barricading... $600
• Walking and talking on a cell phone...$600
This begs the question, do they double the 

fine if you’re trying to walk and talk AND chew 
gum at the same time?

• There are a few more 
such as going over the 
5mph speed limit... $1000

• Lock Out/Tag Out 
violation (not locking or 
letting somebody else lock 
out for you)... $1500

• Confined Space Entry 
Violation... $2000.

Ouch!
But guess what? 

I’ve already seen the impact. One of my 
workers was talking about how he just can’t 
handle wearing ear plugs. It makes him feel 
“confined.” I told him I want to hear when 
I’m older so I wear them. Then I read aloud 
this list. When it got to the $600 fine for not 
correcting the PPE issues, I mentioned that his 
choosing not to wear ear plugs could cost him 
big bucks! 

The look on his face! Priceless.
These fines don’t really scare me because 

I already follow the rules... and then some. 
But, I’ve already seen a difference in someone 
who knows the rules (ear plugs) but chooses 
to ignore them. With a wife and four kids back 
home to feed, he’ll be wearing his ear plugs.

For me, the biggest challenge will be keeping 
my truck down to 5mph. I can’t afford a 
thousand dollar speeding ticket! Even with 
the slow speed limit, this is one of my favorite 
mills to work in. Nice folks and a helpful work 
attitude.

 Todd Turner is the owner of ATP Results in 
El Dorado, Arkansas. Since 1976, ATP Results 
has helped heavy industry in a variety of 
specialty cleaning applications. To learn more, 
visit www.ATPResults.com.

Not just safety rules,   
  but fines?

by Todd Turner, ATP Results, www.ATPResults.com




